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CO-directors’ statement
Welcome to the Queensland Film Festival!
It is a great honour to be back with the third annual Queensland Film Festival. We continue
to be moved by the enthusiasm we receive from Brisbane filmgoers, and it is our pleasure
to once again bring you striking and strange movies from around the world (and Brisbane).
Late last year the Centre for the History of Emotions came to us and said they’d like to
partner with QFF to screen films about emotional and religious ecstasy—the state of being
overwhelmed by nature, the supernatural, and art. We pursed our lips, looked thoughtful,
and said “We’ll see what we can do.” And then we shimmied out the door in delight.
Cinema is an ecstatic art form. In a darkened room, astonishing images, emotions and
experiences overwhelm us, bring us together. Thinking about and programming ecstatic
films—whether the saintly ecstasy seen on the opening weekend or the giddy musicals
of closing night— is a joy for us at QFF. Ecstasy is the theme for this year’s festival, but it is
also a guiding principle for the festival—the power of art to strike us, move us.
In these pages you will find details for the best films of the last year: idiosyncratic, offbeat
and fantastic features, startling shorts, Australian premieres, new films direct from Cannes
and recent restorations. We’re also delighted to screen a retrospective of the surrealist
Czech director Juraj Herz held at GoMA. These screenings are complemented by
masterclasses and panels that explore ecstasy in film, and the relationship between film
and art.
Festivals are where films find context. They are where films, discussion and audiences
come together. We look forward to overwhelming you at QFF 2017.

John Edmond

Huw Walmsley-Evans
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Half-Moon Screening
Mixed 62 minutes | 2pm, Saturday 24 June
A screening of short films co-curated by Caitlin Franzmann and John Edmond as part
of Franzmann’s Artist Residency at Karawatha Forest. This free screening, Half-Moon,
explores our relationship with nature: in wonder, memory, contemplation, or our lasting
impact on the world.
Brouillard – passage #14 Alexandre Larose | 2013, 10 minutes
A River Twice Audrey Lam | 2017, 15 minutes
The Wold Shadow Stan Brakhage | 1972, 3 minutes
I Know Where I’m Going Ben Rivers | 2009, 29 minutes
Lunar Almanac Malena Szlam | 2013, 5 minutes
Introduced by Caitlin Franzmann.
Free screening at the Karawatha Forest Park Discovery Centre. Children friendly.
The discovery centre is easy to get to by public transport. Take the train to Trinder Park
Station and walk along Acacia Road or through the forest to the centre. Car access via
149 Acacia Road.
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Claire’s Camera (Opening Night)
Hong Sang-Soo | France & South Korea 2017, 70 minutes | 7pm, Thursday 13 July
The breezy Claire’s Camera isn’t only charming and funny, but also one of Hong’s most
formally intuitive and sharply written films in some time, and the best of the three works he’s
made that draw on his relationship with Kim Min-hee. Sam C. Mac, The House Next Door
On a business trip to the Cannes Film Festival, Manhee (Kim Min-Hee, also in On the Beach
Alone at Night QFF2017) is accused of being dishonest, and fired. Elsewhere, a teacher
named Claire (the legendary Isabelle Huppert, in a typically intelligent performance)
goes around taking photos with a Polaroid camera. She gets to know Manhee and
sympathizes with her. Through taking photos, Claire has acquired the ability to look slowly
at things, and to transform objects. Now, Claire goes with Manhee to the café where she
was fired. We look forward to seeing Claire’s power at work.
The latest work from master filmmaker Hong Sang-Soo (Virgin Stripped Bare By Her
Bachelors; Right Now, Wrong Then; and On the Beach Alone at Night also QFF2017),
Claire’s Camera is on the surface a breezy comedy, but underneath a statement of
Hong’s belief in the possibilities of art.
Claire’s Camera is QFF2017’s opening night movie.
6:00pm: Drink and canapés on arrival
7:00pm: Screening
D Hong Sang-Soo S Hong Sang-Soo P Hong Sang-Soo C Lee Jinkeun E Hahm Sung-Won
Language: English and French with English Subtitles
Distribution: Finecut DCP
Unrated 15+
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The Ravens

Relationship Shorts
Mixed 80 minutes | 8:30pm, Thursday 13 July
This mixed programme showcases top quality shorts from Australia and around the world.
This year’s selection is themed around relationships.
Jean Bjargey Ólafsdóttir | 1998, 4 minutes
Ma Madeleine Thien Nguyen | 2017, 11 minutes
Peripheral Vision Emily Avilia | 2017, 8 minutes
Lost My Head Bjargey Ólafsdóttir | 1998, 9 minutes
Kiss Me Lara Gissing | 2017, 10 minutes
The Ravens Jennifer Perrott | 2016, 23 minutes
Journey Radheya Jegatheva | 2016, 8 minutes
Alone Nicolas Dunn | 2016, 6 minutes
With introductions by local directors.
Programmed by Ali Back and Kelly-Ann Bennett with assistance from Stefanie Canard, Keely Hall, Gloria Napier,
Samantha Ellis, and Ziyu Wang.
Unrated 18+
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Grace, Who Waits Alone
Georgia Temple | Australia 2016, 77 minutes | 7pm, Friday 14 July
In an oppressive subtropical summer, Grace, a young romantic, waits for her absent lover
to return. Caught in the illusion of their shared love, Grace slowly disconnects from the
world. As she loses herself to the fantasy, the real world begins to eat into her.
This striking debut from local Brisbane filmmaker Georgia Temple is marked by its synthesis
of early Chantal Akerman, its careful use of duration and sensitivity to domestic mundanity,
and the sickly works of Roman Polanski where psychic trauma becomes manifest.
Grace, Who Waits Alone is preceded by Leisure (Forrest, 2017, 13 minutes).
This screening is introduced by directors Georgia Temple and Mia Forrest.
D Georgia Temple S Georgia Temple P Jackson Scott C Georgina Pickford E Georgia Temple
Language: English
Distribution: Georgia Temple & Jackson Scott DCP
Unrated 15+

Winner of Best Screenplay at the 2016 Arte Non-Stop Film Festival.
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The Untamed
Amat Escalante | Mexico, 2016, 98 minutes | 8:45pm, Friday 14 July
[The Untamed] puts a distinctive mix of nuanced social observation and seemingly generic
fantasy and science-fiction elements to profoundly disquieting ends within its study of the
psychic and social anxieties that sexual identity and desire are boundlessly capable of
provoking. Jonathan Murray, Cineaste
Above, a meteorite spins through space; below, Alejandra, Angel and their children
live unhappily in Guanajuato. Angel carries out an affair with Alejandra’s brother. Enter
Verónica who takes them to a cabin in the woods that harbours an alien creature who
feeds off sexual obsession.
Amat Escalante’s (Best Director Cannes 2013) latest provocative masterpiece draws
on both a true-life homophobic hatecrime and otherworldly iconography and themes
reminiscent of Andrzej Żuławski’s legendary Possession (1981), opening it up to the sky
of rural Mexico. An uneasy fable, The Untamed is Escalante’s latest study of Mexico’s
social dynamics.
D Amat Escalante S Amat Escalante, and Gibrán Portela P Jaime Romandía, Fernanda de la Peza,
Amat Escalante C Manuel Alberto Claro E Fernanda de la Peza, and Jacob Secher Schulsinger
Language: Spanish with English Subtitles
Distribution: Madman DCP
Unrated 18 +

Winner of the Silver Lion for Best Director at the 2016 Venice Film Festival
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The Cremator
Juraj Herz | Czechoslovakia 1968, 96 minutes | 11am, Saturday 15 July
It truly is a meticulously orchestrated film. It is an achieved, congruous blend of
psychological horror and the blackest of comedies. Adam Schofield, Senses of Cinema
Karl Kopfrkingl, chillingly portrayed by Rudolf Hrušínský, is a cremator wooed by Nazism
in the early days of the German occupation. Production of this adaptation of Ladislav
Fuks’ novel was halted during the 1968 Soviet invasion, further charging its already potent
political undertones with an added horror and complementing Stanislav Milota’s virtuoso
expressionist cinematography and Zdeněk Liška’s indelible score.
Preceded by The Junk Shop (Herz 1965) 31 mins. Shot in the very junk shop where author
and co-scenarist Bohumil Hrabal worked for seven years, Herz’s exuberant Pearls of the
Deep episode heralded a singular new talent.
The screening is introduced by Cerise Howard, artistic director of the Czech and Slovak
Film Festival Australia.
Co-Presented with The Czech and Slovak Film Festival and the Australian Cinémathèque.
This is a free screening taking place at the Australian Cinémathèque, GoMA, as part of
The Gothic Fantasies of Juraj Herz retrospective.
D Juraj Herz S Juraj Herz from Ladislav Fuks P Ladislav Hanus C Stanislav Milota E Jaromír Janácek
Language: Czech with English Subtitles
Distribution: National Film Archive DCP
Unrated 15 +
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Taprobana
Gabriel Abrantes 2014 | 23 minutes
In this short comedy, Luís Vaz de
Camões, the greatest Portuguese
renaissance poet, struggles creatively
while engaging in a hedonistic,
coprophagic, and drug addled lifestyle.
Gabriel Abrantes’s (QFF2016, Ennui Ennui
& The Hunchback) film follows the poet,
and his lover Dinamene, as he writes
his masterpiece, his epic The Luciads,
a fantastic poem that tells of Portugal’s
voyages of discovery and colonialism.
He travels from the cacophony of the
Indic jungles, surrounded by allegorical
elephants and rhyming macaques,
to the frontier of Heaven and Hell,
where he is confronted by his fantasy:
fame and immortality.

Historical Bodies
Mixed | 1pm, Saturday 15 July
With its freewheeling lasciviousness
and impetuous logic firmly established,
it’s
unsurprising
that
[Taprobana]
eventually finds Camões on trial in
purgatory, deliberating on a life of divinity
versus damnation as crude visual effects
ignite in a display of meta-cinematic
immolation. Jordon Cronk, Senses of
Cinema
Presented as a partnership between Queensland
Film Festival and the Institute of Modern Art, this free
screening, Historical Bodies, charts the history of
Portugal’s sexual and political relationships inscribed
through corporeal bodies.

On the Dragon’s Flake
Ivo M. Ferreira 2012 | 23 minutes
A reporter and a camera operator
from a Macau TV channel embark
on a journey to the south of China in
order to unravel the sinking of a 12th
century Chinese junk, contemporary
of the sinking of the galley of Don Fuas
Roupinho, admiral of the fleet of Dom
Afonso Henriques, First King of Portugal.
Courtesy of AGÊNCIA - Portuguese Short Film Agency
HD file
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Courtesy of Gabriel Abrantes and Hermaphrodite Films
HD file

The King’s Body
João Pedro Rodrigues 2012 | 32 minutes
What would it look like, the body of Dom
Afonso Henriques, first king of Portugal,
tutelary figure, subject to successive
mythifications throughout Portuguese
history? Or, João Pedro Rodrigues
(QFF2017 The Ornithologist) holds a
casting call for body builders to play the
role of King Afonso, making them recite
what they know of the King, his life, and
then their lives—creating an acute series
of portraits of life under contemporary
Portuguese austerity.
Courtesy of AGÊNCIA - Portuguese Short Film Agency
HD file
Unrated 18+

The Ornithologist
João Pedro Rodrigues | Portugal 2016, 118 minutes | 3pm, Saturday 15 July
An extraordinarily rich, unpredictable fever-dream, a pilgrimage film that sits somewhere
alongside Buñuel’s The Milky Way (1969), Jarman’s Sebastiane (1976) and Powell and
Pressburger’s A Canterbury Tale (1944) with its fusion of religious iconography and sexual
and spiritual anguish, coupled with a palpable reverence for the mysterious cross-currents
of the natural world. Tom Charity, Sight & Sound
Fernando (Paul Hamy), a solitary ornithologist, is undertaking field research in northern
Portugal when he is swept down the rapids of a remote river. Rescued then imprisoned
(with rope and bondage knots) by Chinese pilgrims, Fernando escapes into a darkened
forest. Now lost, Fernando undergoes a series of perverse and surreal trials and tests as he
makes his way further and further into Portugal’s fantastic past.
Drawing on the tales of Saint Anthony of Lisbon, the saint of lost things, renowned director
João Pedro Rodrigues (The King’s Body, also QFF2017) recasts a pilgrim’s progress as a
queer pastoral that blends Portuguese history, drag aesthetics and observant wildlife into
something distinct and visionary.
The Ornithologist is preceded by L’Oiseau de la Nuit (Losier, 2015, 20 minutes).
D João Pedro Rodrigues S João Pedro Rodrigues and João Rui Guerra da Mata P João Figueiras, Diogo Varela Silva,
Vincent Wang, Antoine Barraud, Gustavo Ángel, Alex García, and Maria Fernanda Scardino C Rui Poça E Raphaël Lefèvre
Language: Portuguese, English, Mandarin, Mirandese, and Latin with English Subtitles
Distribution: Sharmill DCP
Unrated 18 +

Winner of Best Director at the 2016 Locarno Film Festival
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Brimstone & Glory
Viktor Jakovleski | USA & Mexico 2017, 67 minutes | 7pm, Saturday 15 July
Shot over three years, “Brimstone” is less a rigorous verite chronicle than a semiethnographic visual tone poem, one that occasionally abandons all pretense of
storytelling to simply revel in the sheer artificial beauty at hand. Some montages are utterly
hypnotic in their color and clarity, none more so than the “cosmic” shots of abstracted
exploding fireworks captured at 1,500 frames per second by DP Tobias von den Borne on
a high-speed camera. Dennis Harvey, Variety
Tultepec, Mexico: a small town and the centre of Mexico’s fireworks industry. Every year
the town holds the National Pyrotechnic Festival in honour of John of God, the patron saint
of firework makers. The festival lasts a week, is a major tourism drawcard, and is structured
around two core events: the contest of the castillos, and the pamplonada. The castillos
are castles handmade from wood and fireworks that are then lit; the pamplonada sees
teams construct large wheeled bull statues, covering them in fireworks before lighting
them and driving them amidst crowds. Brimstone & Glory covers both the preparation
and execution of this festival.
Literal description captures nothing of the ecstasy of this film. Expertly lensed by Tobias
von den Borne, Brimstone & Glory is one of the year’s most beautiful films, capturing
both the swirling, writhing beauty of the fireworks and their impact on the Dionysian
crowds, writhing amidst sparks as police cower. Shot over three years, this impressionistic
documentary is a stunning debut from Vikor Jakovleski.
Brimstone & Glory is preceded by UZU (Kuentz, 2016, 28 minutes).
D Viktor Jakovleski P Kellen Quinn, Elizabeth Lodge Stepp, Dan Janvey, Affonso Goncalves,
and Benh Zeitlin C Tobias von den Borne E Affonso Goncalves
Language: Spanish with English Subtitles
Distribution: Pascale Ramonda DCP
Unrated 15 +
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Horror Shorts
Mixed 88 minutes | 8:45pm, Saturday 15 July
This mixed shorts programme showcases top quality horror shorts from Australia and
around the world.
False Teeth Bjargey Ólafsdóttir | 1998, 4 minutes
Grillz Lucy Gouldthorpe | 2015, 6 minutes
The Devil Wears a Suit Eli Mak | 2017, 20 minutes
Kyle Michael Thomas | 2016, 12 minutes
The Wheels on the Bus Joshua Long | 2016, 10 minutes
The Oil Spill Blair McMillan | 2017, 14 minutes
Creswick Natalie Erika James | 2016, 10 minutes
Disco Inferno Alice Waddington | 2015, 12 minutes
Programmed by Ali Back and Kelly-Ann Bennett with assistance from Stefanie Canard, Keely Hall, Gloria Napier,
Samantha Ellis, and Ziyu Wang.
With introductions by local directors.
Unrated 18+
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Oil Lamps
Juraj Herz | Czechoslovakia 1971, 101 minutes | 11am, Sunday 16 July
A virginal woman (Iva Janžurová) hopes to marry a jaded soldier in the Austrian army
(Petr Čepek), wilfully ignorant of the dissolute proclivities that might just be sending him
mad and attacking his body with a discomfiting wasting malady. Set, like its source,
Jaroslav Havlíček’s 1944 novel, at the very outset of the 20th century, Herz’s sumptuous
adaptation, enriched by “Dodo” Šimončič’s glorious cinematography, meshes the
director’s love of Art Nouveau aesthetics with his peculiarly mordant Weltanschauung.
The film’s ironically romantic score is by Luboš Fišer.
Co-Presented with The Czech and Slovak Film Festival and the Australian Cinémathèque.
This is a free screening taking place at the Australian Cinémathèque, GoMA, as part of
The Gothic Fantasies of Juraj Herz retrospective.
D Juraj Herz S Lubor Dohnal, Václav Šašek and Juraj Herz P Karel Kochman and Ladislav Novotny C Dodo Šimončičč
E Jaromír Janácek
Language: Czech with English Subtitles
Distribution: National Film Archive 35mm
Unrated 15 +
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The Human Surge
Eduardo Williams | Argentina, Brazil and Portugal 2016, 98 minutes | 2pm, Sunday 16 July
With The Human Surge, a debut feature that defies categorization and other expectations
besides, the Argentinean director Eduardo Williams has done nothing less than attempt
to rewire narrative cinema for the information age. It’s a testament to his talent that he so
often succeeds. Benjamin Mercer, Brooklyn Magazine
In constant motion, this experimental feature links three continents together, touching
down on Argentina, Mozambique and the Philippines. A youth walks out into a storm, its
aftermath, to work and hustle with his friends, a jump through a computer screen takes us
to the shanty scrubs of outer Maputo, and there an ant nest burrows its way to the jungles
and waterfalls of Bogol. The Human Surge traces out the connections and circulations
of the new world, at once a comment on technology, globalisation, and the pressures
wrought on the human body, but also something mystical and uncanny—we sense the
pressure of offscreen space, and the omnipresence of the human beast scratching away
and making connections.
Each section of The Human Surge is notable not just in its connectedness to the whole,
but also in their distinction. Each chapter is filmed differently, whether 16mm, 16mm film
off a monitor, or the crisp HD of a Red One camera. And each chapter is a sensitive
portrait of an individual or group as they explore and negotiate their environment. Like
Apichatpong Weerasethakul’s Mysterious Object at Noon, this is an important feature
debut that both infuriates and fascinates as it marks out its world.
The Human Surge is preceded by The Fall of Communism as Seen in Gay Pornography (Jones, 1998, 19 minutes).
D Eduardo Williams S Eduardo Williams P Rodrigo Areias, Violeta Bava, Victoria Marotta, Rosa Martínez Rivero,
Jerónimo Quevedo and Rodrigo Teixeira C Joaquín Neira and Eduardo Williams E Alice Furtado and Eduardo Williams
Language: English, Spanish, Portugese and Cebuano with English Subtitles
Distribution: Ruda Cine DCP
Unrated 18 +

Winner of Golden Leopard at the 2016 Locarno Film Festival
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Brothers of the Night
Patric Chiha | Austria 2016, 88 minutes | 5pm, Sunday 16 July
Brothers of the Night immerses you in an off-centre world offering a frank look at young
men trying to stay afloat in a sea of contradictions. Maurle Alioff, Point of View
Soft boys by day, kings by night. Brothers of the Night follows a group of young Bulgarian
Roma who come to Vienna looking for freedom and a quick buck. They sell their bodies
as if that’s all they had. What comforts them, so far from home, is the feeling of being
together. But the nights are long and unpredictable.
Shot in a manner that evokes the glam of RW Fassbinder’s Querelle and the artificial
dreamworld of James Bidgood’s Pink Narcissus, Chiha’s Brothers of the Night is a ravishing
portrait of the Viennese underworld. Alternating between relatively straight documentary
scenes and stylised, staged, ethnographic sequences, Brothers, with comic graphic
candour, captures the shifting of masques and performances as the Roma parlay with
their alternating audiences.
D Patric Chiha S Patric Chiha P Vincent Lucassen and Ebba Sinzinger C Klemens Hufnagl E Patric Chiha
Language: German, Bulgarian and Romany with English subtitles
Distribution: Film Republic DCP
Unrated 18+

Winner of the 2016 Best Cinematography Award at RIDM
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Antiporno
Sion Sono | Japan 2016, 76 minutes | 7pm, Sunday 16 July
Anti-Porno seems like a phantasmatic take on Perfect Blue, made with a striking
inventiveness and many possible interpretations, on the genre as much as on cinema or
feminine sexuality. Yocelin Acevedo, Indiewire
In a candy-coloured apartment resides Kyoko, artist, actress and manic boss of Noriko, her
ever-obedient assistant. As Kyoko works on her latest film, her mania comes to a boil as she
deals with obsequious sycophants, cruel producers, and the artfulness of Noriko whose
machinations and counter-machinations send Antiporno spiralling into a psychosexual
abyss. Informed by Almodovar, Bergman and Fassbinder in its heightened depiction of
power dynamics, Sion Sono’s film is both a giddy piece of pop art and the closest Sono
has come to a feminist statement.
In the Seventies, iconic Japanese distributor Nikkatsu launched its infamous Roman
Porno series. The distributor gave its directors carte blanche as long as the films met a
required number of sex scenes. While many of the Roman Porno films were forgettable
and mediocre, the mandate freed directors to produce several perverse and kinky
works, many of which engaged with unusual sexual politics. In 2016, Nikkastu relaunched
the series with the surprisingly light Wet Woman in the Wind and Sion Sono’s Antiporno,
a gleeful deconstruction of the series. Antiporno’s colourful delirium and tart commentary
is only made more powerful by the film’s multilayered approach to reality.
D Sion Sono S Sion Sono P Naoko Komuro, Sion Sono, Shin’ichi Takahashi C Maki Ito E Jun’ichi Itô
Language: Japanese with English Subtitles
Distribution: Nikkatsu DCP
Unrated 18 +
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Rey
Niles Atallah | France 2017, 90 minutes | 7pm, Monday 17 July
[A] pleasingly poetic reflection on film as an emotionally rich artifact, subject
to the passage of time just as memory itself is honeycombed with lacunae.
Jay Weissberg, Variety
In the 19th century, a French adventurer, Orélie-Antoine de Tounens, thought it would be
nice to be king. Finding a discreet spot in southern Chile, somewhat towards the end of
the world, Orélie-Antoine founded his kingdom with the assistance of the local Mapuche
natives. The Chilean army violently disapproved.
A visionary psychedelic film from artist Niles Atallah, Rey probes Chilean history, memory
and colonialism through its stylised blend of deliberately decayed footage, stop-motion,
masks, puppets and other kaleidoscopic imagery. Based on accounts of a true story, and
drawing on location and archival footage of Patagonia, this is an astonishing work and
one of the key films of 2017.
Rey is preceded by The Sailer (Giaretta, 2017, 9 minutes).
D Niles Atallah S Niles Atallah P Lucie Kalmar C Benjamín Echazarreta E Benjamin Mirguet
Language: Spanish and Mapudungun with English Subtitles
Distribution: Mômerade DCP
Unrated 15 +

Winner of Special Jury Award for Artistic Achievement at the 2017 International Film
Festival Rotterdam.
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Jeannette: the Childhood of Joan of Arc
Bruno Dumont | France 2017, 105 minutes | 7pm, Tuesday 18 July
Jeannette, the Childhood of Joan of Arc… one of the true UFOs I have encountered in
my ten years of Cannes attendance. So aberrant and ruthless is its pursuit of new forms of
poetry, luminance and madness that it can be (and very much has been) confused for
cretinism itself. Blake Williams, Filmmaker
France, 1425. In the midst of the Hundred Years’ War, the young Jeannette, at the still
tender age of 8, looks after her sheep in the small village of Domremy. One day, she tells
her friend Hauviette how she cannot bear to see the suffering caused by the English.
Madame Gervaise, a nun, tries to reason with the young girl, but Jeannette is ready to
take up arms for the salvation of souls and the liberation of the Kingdom of France. Carried
by her faith, she will become Joan of Arc. A musical by Bruno Dumont.
A joyful and perverse musical in which metal headbanging evokes religious self-flagellation,
Dumont’s (P’tit Quinquin, QFF2015) deeply powerful work can be seen as a silly, funny,
ludicrous film, and rightly so. But it can also be taken as a serious work. Devote atheist
Dumont has rigorously adapted the tormented Catholic Charles Péguy’s Le mystère de la
Charité de Jeanne d’Arc (1910), a philosophical play in which each character represents
an ideology—whether the devil, family or the orthodox church—and tests little Jean with
the limits of her belief. Like a flame quivering in the wind, Jeannette flickers between both
modes, illuminating us all.
D Bruno Dumont S Bruno Dumont P Jean Bréhat C Guillaume Deffontaines E Francine Sandberg
Language: French with English Subtitles
Distribution: Lux Films DCP
Unrated 15+
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The Endless
Justin Benson & Aaron Moorhead | USA 2017, 111 minutes | 7pm, Wednesday 19 July
There’s no mistaking this is a Moorhead and Benson movie. The meta themes they deal
with, imbued with a very real human conflict, and subtle but surreal visual effects have
become their trademark three movies into their partnership. Fred Topel
After escaping a cult as children, brothers Aaron and Justin are living hand-to-mouth a
decade later, until they receive a mysterious message in the mail that seems to be from
their former “family”. Aaron insists they go back to investigate, and the protective Justin
reluctantly agrees, concerned about returning to the place they worked so hard to leave
behind. Once there, Aaron is quickly drawn back under the sway of the cult’s intensely
magnetic leader Hal while Justin remains uneasy. Soon inexplicable happenings begin
to occur in the group’s desert encampment, and both Aaron and Justin are forced
to conclude that the unsettling events seem to be in line with the cult’s strange and
supernatural axioms.
A horror film, a science fiction film, The Endless’s closest parallel are the films of Shane
Carruth (Primer, Upstream Color): endlessly intelligent and curious works that carefully
explore one key fascinating concept and its implications. Evoking Adolfo Bioy Casares’
literary classic, The Invention of Morel, in its study of time, memory and desire, The Endless
unpacks an alien concept of film and its future potential.
D Justin Benson & Aaron Moorhead S Justin Benson P Justin Benson, Thomas R. Burke, David Lawson Jr.,
Aaron Moorhead and Leal Naim C Aaron Moorhead E Justin Benson and Michael Felker
Language: English
Distribution: Umbrella DCP
Unrated 15+
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Good Time
Ben Safdie and Joshua Safdie | USA 2017, 100 minutes | 7pm, Thursday 20 July
The onscreen brothers may execute their job in careless haste, but the Safdies thrust us
into the heist’s reckless, twisty fallout with glistening pop vigor, occasionally saturating
the screen in electric waves of magenta and turquoise, while experimental musician
Oneohtrix Point Never’s furious electro-rock score settles sharply between the temples.
Guy Lodge, Variety
Set over one frenetic day and night, Good Time sees Constantine Nikas (Robert Pattinson
in a breathtaking career best performance) fleeing from the fallout of a badly botched
bank robbery. And if the New York underworld wasn’t bad enough, Nikas has to look after
his co-conspirator, his intellectually impaired brother.
The latest blast from the rapidly rising Safdie brothers (Heaven Knows What 2014),
Good Time is a neon-hued update of such ‘70s NY street-funk thrillers such as Dog
Day Afternoon, Taxi Driver and The French Connection. With a propulsive electroshock
soundtrack by Daniel Lopatin aka Oneohtrix Point Never, and nervy cinematography
from Sean Price Williams, Good Time never pauses, never lets you take a breath. When
Good Time debuted at Cannes it received a six minute standing ovation and it’s easy to
see why.
D Ben Safdie and Joshua Safdie S Ronald Bronstein and Joshua Safdie P Sebastian Bear-McClard, Oscar Boyson,
Terry Dougas, and Paris Kasidokostas C Sean Price Williams E Ben Safdie and Ronald Bronstein
Language: English
Distribution: Hi-Gloss Entertainment DCP
Unrated 15 +

Winner of Best Soundtrack at the 2017 Cannes Film Festival
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fridaY 14/7

thursday 13/7
SCREENING / EVENT

TIME

7pm

Clarire’s Camera
Opening Night Film

8:30pm

ROMANCE
Mixed Shorts

TIME

2 pm

TIME
7pm

SCREENING / EVENT

The Endless

TIME

Karen Pearlman
Editing Masterclass,
includes Woman
With An Editing
Bench Free
Screening FREE

11am

The Cremator
+ The Junk Shop

1pm

Historical Bodies Shorts
Screening FREE

3 pm

The Ornithologist plus
Short L’Oiseau de la
Nuit

5.30 pm

Ecstasy in Editing Panel.
Includes Natpwe, the
Feast of the Spirits FREE

7 pm

Brimstone & Glory
plus UZU

8.45pm

HORROR Mixed Shorts

Grace, Who Waits
Alone plus Leisure

8:45pm

The Untamed

thursday 20/7
TIME
7pm

Venue Key

SCREENING / EVENT

Good Time

SCREENING / EVENT

friday 21/7
TIME

SCREENING / EVENT

6:45pm

Nocturama

9pm

The Occidential
plus Sarah Winchester,
Phantom Opera

venues

New Farm Cinemas

New Farm Cinemas

Australian Cinémathèque

Institute of Modern Art

701 Brunswick Street,
New Farm, Qld

GOMA
Stanley Place, Cultural Precinct,
South Bank, Qld

GOMA/Australian Cinematheque
QUT
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SCREENING / EVENT

7 pm

wednesday 19/7

saturday 15/7

sunday 16/7
TIME

SCREENING / EVENT

TIME

SCREENING / EVENT

11am

Oil Lamps

5:30pm

FILM X ART FREE

2pm

The Human Surge
plus The Fall of
Communism as Seen
in Gay Pornography

7pm

Rey + The Sailer

5pm

Brothers of the Night

7pm

Antiporno

SCREENING / EVENT

TIME

7pm

SCREENING / EVENT

Jeannette: The
Childhood of Joan
of Arc

sunday 23/7

saturday 22/7
TIME

tuesday 18/7

monday 17/7

TIME

SCREENING / EVENT

11am

Morgiana

11am

Beauty and the Beast

1pm

Apple Pie

1pm

Blood Below The Skin

3pm

I Am Not Your Negro

3pm

Golden Eighties

5pm

Certain Women

5pm

The Lure

7:30pm

On the Beach Alone
At Night

7pm

Starstruck
Closing Night Film

Institute of Modern Art

QUT

Ground Floor, Judith Wright Centre
420 Brunswick Street,
Fortitude Valley, Qld

540 Z9 Block
Kelvin Grove Campus
Cnr Musk Ave and Kelvin Grove Rd,
Kelvin Grove QLD
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Nocturama
Bertrand Bonello | France 2016, 130 minutes | 6:45pm, Friday 21 July
In every respect, Nocturama is a bravura feat of filmmaking, from the trancelike first hour,
in which seemingly insignificant actions and movements through the streets and subways
of Paris fall together into a planned attack, to the sobering finale. Ignativ Vishnevetsky,
The A.V. Club
One morning in Paris. A fistful of adolescents, from different backgrounds. Individually,
they begin a strange dance through the labyrinth of the metro and the streets of the
capital. They seem to be following a plan. Their gestures are precise, almost dangerous.
They come together in the same place, a department store, at closing time. The night
begins...
French master Betrand Bonello’s (House of Tolerance, Saint Laurent) magnetic work
explores the relationship between spectacle and terrorism. Cut with long sinuous/
sidewinder steadicam shots that pull apart time as they knot action together,
Nocturama is one of the year’s most provocative and important films.
D Bertrand Bonello S Bertrand Bonello P Alice Girard and Edoard Weil C Léo Hinstin E Fabrice Rouard
Language: French with English Subtitles
Distribution: Wild Bunch DCP
Unrated 15 +
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Occidental
Neïl Beloufa | France 2017, 73 minutes | 9pm, Friday 21 July
The creeping sense that something terrible is about to happen gradually swells to
the breaking point, but the presentation of what exactly that something terrible is
(and just how terrible we’re talkin’ here) and what happens next is an utter blast to behold
(think The Towering Inferno meets the May ’68 riot scenes in Regular Lovers). Dan Sullivan,
Film Comment
The mood is heated. Demonstrations are taking place across France, also in front of the
Paris hotel where an Italian named Giorgio is booking the bridal suite for him and his
boyfriend Antonio. Hotel manager Diana doesn’t trust them and calls the police to get rid
of the odd couple. Italians? Homosexuals? Criminals? In the charged atmosphere of the
Hotel Occidental, little is needed for initial s uspicions to be aroused.
Shot on a swaggeringly artificial set (later an installation), artist Neïl Beloufa’s Occidental is
half thriller/half screwball comedy—perhaps the only tone fit for today’s political realities.
Occidental is preceded by Sarah Winchester, Phantom Opera (Bonello, 2016, 24 minutes).
D Neïl Beloufa S Neïl Beloufa P Jacques Dodart, Hugo Jeuffrault and
Pierre Malachin C Guillaume Le Grontec E Ermanno Corrado
Language: French with English Subtitles
Distribution: MPM Film DCP
Unrated 15 +
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Morgiana
Juraj Herz | Czechoslovakia 1972, 99 minutes | 11am, Saturday 22 July
Replete with Goth-approved clothing and surrealistic imagery, this fanciful tale of two
vastly different sisters will tickle all right pleasure receptors on those who like their costume
dramas to have a malevolent edge to them. House of Self Indulgence
Iva Janžurová puts in a tour-de-force performance as twin sisters Klára and Viktoria, the
latter hell-bent on doing away with the former, in this deliciously overripe adaptation
of Aleksandr Grin’s 1929 novel Jessie and Morgiana. With froufrou costuming and
opulent production design informed by Herz’s enthusiasm for the work of Gustav Klimt,
cinematographer Jaroslav Kučera has a field day with wide-angle lenses and employing
prismatic colour effects exceeding even those found in his earlier films with Věra Chytilová.
Features an eerie soundtrack by the brilliant Luboš Fišer. For lovers of cats and camp.
Co-Presented with The Czech and Slovak Film Festival and the Australian Cinémathèque.
This is a free screening taking place at the Australian Cinémathèque, GoMA, as part of
The Gothic Fantasies of Juraj Herz retrospective.
D Juraj Herz S Vladimír Bor and Juraj Herz from Alexander Grin P Ladislav Hanus C Jaroslav Kucera E Jaromír Janácek
Language: Czech with English Subtitles
Distribution: National Film Archive 35mm
Unrated 15 +
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Apple Pie
Sam Hamilton | New Zealand and Samoa 2016, 81 min 45 seconds | 1pm, Saturday 22 July
Apple Pie’s references and inspirations are wonderfully cacophonic: the pace borrows
from Mau Dance’s living statues; there’s imagery from 2001: A Space Odyssey, and a
recreation of the Isle of Man race from artist Matthew Barney’s Cremaster 4. But all
the turbulence coalesces into at least one overarching theme: scientific knowledge
doesn’t kill wonderment at the universe; it makes it stronger. Delicious. Janet McAllister,
The Pantograph Punch
Shot on 16mm celluloid across parts of New Zealand and Samoa, Sam Hamilton’s tenpart magnum opus makes thought-provoking connections between life on Earth and
the cosmos (and, ultimately, art and science). Structured around the ten most significant
celestial bodies of the Milky Way, Apple Pie’s inquiry begins with the furthest point in our
solar system, Pluto, as a lens back towards our home planet and the ‘mechanisms by which
certain aspects of scientific knowledge are digested, appropriated and subsequently
manifest within the general human complex’. Christopher Francis Schiel’s narration
brings a network of ideas about our existence into focus, while Hamilton’s imagery, as an
extension of his multifaceted practice, veers imaginatively between psychedelic wonder
and witty performance art.
Seemingly retrograde or pretentious, this is a warm, fuzzy and generous film that is startlingly
clear on how humans model our world, whether through art or science, and the necessity
and limitations of both approaches. Apple Pie taps into the intersection of ‘60s and
‘70s science education films, gallery films. It exhibits a knowingness in associating these
traditions that is also seen in the works of Ben Rivers (I Know Where I’m Going QFF2017) and
Margaret Salmon (Eglantine) but gives it a universal touch that makes it one of the most
important debuts of the last year.
D Sam Hamilton S Sam Hamilton P Lani Felthan C Ian Powell E Sam Hamilton
Language: English
Digital video, Sound
Courtesy of the artist and CIRCUIT Artist Film and Video Aotearoa New Zealand
Unrated 15 +
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I Am Not Your Negro
Raoul Peck | France, USA, Belgium, Switzerland 2016, 93 minutes | 3pm, Saturday 22 July
More than simply weaving together Baldwin’s thoughts in an incisive, poetic way,
what makes Peck’s film truly remarkable is how it repeatedly connects the writer’s thoughts
not just to the present but to all of American history and its visual culture. Violet Lucca,
Sight & Sound
Based on James Baldwin’s unfinished memoir Remember This House, this penetrating
documentary essay examines the lives and deaths of three of Baldwin’s friends and
fellow activists—Malcolm X, Martin Luther King Jr. and Medgar Evars. In doing so the film
masterfully and enthrallingly evokes the tensions of the civil rights movement and the
passions and philosophy that guided them.
Narrated by Samuel L. Jackson, and drawing on rare archival footage of Baldwin as well
as expertly chosen clips from fictional films, Raoul Peck’s I Am Not Your Negro is not only
an important record of history, but also a significant work of our time.
D Raoul Peck S James Baldwin P Rémi Grellety, Raoul Peck, Hébert Peck, Patrick Quinet,
and Joëlle Bertossa C Henry Adebonojo, Bill Ross and Turner Ross E Alexandra Strauss
Language: English
Distribution: Madman DCP
M 15+

Nominated for Best Documentary for the 2017 Oscars and winner of the People’s Choice
Documentary Award at Toronto International Film Festival.
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Certain Women
Kelly Reichardt | USA 2016, 107 minutes | 5pm, Saturday 22 July
Reichardt, who also edited the film, brings the textures and atmosphere of the
contemporary American West—Montana, specifically—so close that you can practically
smell it: the dampness underfoot, the chill in the air, the emotional anticipation of barely
identified longings and thoughts just starting to form. Emma Piper-Burker, Reverse Shot
Three strong-willed women (Kristen Stewart, Laura Dern, Michelle Williams) strive to forge
their own paths amidst the wide-open plains of the American Northwest: a lawyer
who finds herself contending with both office sexism and a hostage situation; a wife
and mother whose determination to build her dream home puts her at odds with the
men in her life; and a young law student who forms an ambiguous bond with a lonely
ranch hand.
Renowned independent filmmaker Kelly Reichardt’s (Meek’s Cutoff, Wendy
and Lucy) latest film is a study of grace under pressure. Built around triptych of astonishing
performances from her lead actresses, Certain Women is a poignant but clear-eyed
drama of frustration and trailblazing.
D Kelly Reichardt S Kelly Reichardt from Maile Meloy P Neil Kopp, Vincent Savino and Anish Savjani C Christopher Blauvelt
E Kelly Reichardt
Language: English
Distribution: Sony Pictures & Park Circus DCP
M15 +

Winner of Best Film at the 2016 London Film Festival
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On the Beach at Night Alone
Hong Sang-Soo | South Korea and Germany 2017, 101 minutes | 7:30pm, Saturday 22 July
Yet the [On the Beach at Night Alone] also seems equal parts director and actress,
investigating each other’s emotions, learning about their motives—an equality between
performer and director which I haven’t experienced before in a film. Neil Bahadur,
Mubi Notebook
After an affair with a married man, celebrated actress Younghee (Kim Min-Hee, Claire’s
Camera QFF2017) decides to take some time out. She travels to the far-off, foreign city of
Hamburg. In a conversation with a friend she asks herself if her lover will follow her and
whether he misses her as much as she misses him. During her long walks through wintry
parks and along riverbanks she attempts to become clear about her feelings and desires.
Refracting Hong’s real-life affair with Kim (a scandal in South Korea), On the Beach at
Night Alone could have seemed an exercise in wish-fulfilment or narcissism; instead,
grounded in the intellectually respectful ongoing collaboration between Hong and Kim,
it is an acute study of heartbreak and grief.
D Hong Sang-Soo S Hong Sang-Soo P Hong Sang-Soo and Kang Taeu C Park Hongyeol
and Kim Hyungkoo E Sung-Won Hahm
Language: English and Korean with English Subtitles
Distribution: Finecut DCP
Unrated 15+

Winner of the 2017 Berlinale Silver Bear Award for Best Actress
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Beauty and the Beast
Juraj Herz | Czechoslovakia 1978, 83 minutes | 11am, Sunday 23 July
With the glow of soft candlelight and other golden visual punctuation, this is a very
dark film that is also warm, sensuous and mysterious because it is so full of the possibility,
promise and, finally, reality of love. Dennis Grunes
One of two fairytales he shot simultaneously (the other being The Ninth Heart),
Herz’s adaptation surely remains the darkest, wintriest, most fetid filmic interpretation
of Gabrielle-Suzanne Barbot de Villeneuve’s venerable fairytale. Headily steeped in
Gothic atmospherics, Herz’s Beauty Julie (Zdena Studenková) is pitted against a most
unconventional Beast (celebrated ballet dancer Vlastimil Harapes) whose tormented
mien is less than leonine and instead inspired, one might surmise, by the surrealism of
Georges Franju’s Judex and Max Ernst’s alter ego, Loplop.
Co-Presented with The Czech and Slovak Film Festival and the Australian Cinémathèque.
This is a free screening taking place at the Australian Cinémathèque, GoMA, as part of
The Gothic Fantasies of Juraj Herz retrospective.
D Juraj Herz S Juraj Herz, Ota Hofman and Frantisek Hrubín from Leprince de Beaumont P Karel Kochman C Jirí Macháne
E Jaromír Janácek
Language: Czech with English Subtitles
Distribution: National Film Archive 35mm
Unrated 15 +
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Blood Below the Skin
Jennifer Reeder | USA 2015, 33 minutes | 1pm, Sunday 23 July
Pop culture talismans and music hits feed the surreal atmosphere of Jennifer Reeder’s
films, which evoke the magical power of the secret languages of adolescence and
interrogate gender divides. Carmen Gray, Dazed
This musical narrative chronicles a week in the lives of three teenage girls, from different
social circles, who form a bond in the week leading up to the school dance. Countdown
to prom night is actually countdown to irreversible change for each girl. Two of the girls
are falling in love with each other against all expectations and the third girl is forced
to mother her own mother in the wake of her father’s disappearance. Each girl seeks
comfort within the walls of her bedroom where the music blasting from the turntable
provides a magical synchronicity between them all.
Blood Below the Skin is preceded by is preceded by a program of woman-directed shorts
that also draw on the emotional logic of music:
Solitary Acts #4 (Dinçel, 2015, 8 minutes), A Million Miles Away (Reeder, 2014, 29 minutes),
and Amelia Rose Towers (Farkas, 1992, 7 minutes).
D Jennifer Reeder S Jennifer Reeder P Penelope Bartlett and Steven Hudosh C Christopher Rejano E Mike Olenick
Language: English
Distribution: Jennifer Reeder HD file
Unrated 18+
Introduced by Dr Courtney Coombs. Coombs is a Brisbane-based contemporary artist and activist whose practice
critiques heteronormative patriarchal society through strategically manipulating narrative, romantic clichés, everyday
paraphernalia and humour.
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Golden Eighties
Chantal Akerman | Belgium & France 1986, 96 minutes | 3pm, Sunday 23 July
Dangerously flirting with kitsch - some sections do resemble a wacky French pop special—
Akerman once again gets away with the impossible by virtue of her energy, insight
and enveloping sensuality. DT, Timeout
Three young hairdressers are smitten by the son of the clothing store proprietors across the
mall. Robby is callow and selfish, but nonetheless charming to Lili, the salon’s manager,
who’s trendy and also the salon-owner’s moll; to Mado, who’s innocent and sweet; and to
Pascale, who’s intelligent but passive and downcast. Meanwhile, a Yank veteran of World
War II has returned to Paris to recapture the love of his wartime sweetheart, Robby’s mum.
A giddy musical from the great Chantal Akerman, Golden Eighties is both astonishingly,
typically eighties in its makeup (and hairdos) and seemingly atypical Akerman in its lurid
pop sensibility. Shot in an archly theatrical studio, apt for the artificial life of a mall, and full
of witty songs and incantations (cattily touching upon everything from sexual positions to
recession woes), this is one of Akerman’s oddest and finest works.
D Chantal Akerman S Pascal Bonitzer, Henry Bean, Chantal Akerman, Jean Grualt, and Leora Barish P Martine Marignac
C Gilbert Azevedo E Francine Sandberg
Language: French with English Subtitles
Distribution: Royal Belgian Film Archive DCP
Unrated 15+
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The Lure
Agnieszka Smoczyńska | Poland 2015, 92 minutes | 5pm, Sunday 23 July
It’s an electro-thump musical of longing and sadness, anchored by a struggle with national
identity that spreads the bass of the theatre to the butt of your seat. Taking influence from
the mystics of old—as seen in the storybook images through the opening credits—to 90s
and early 2000s music videos, The Lure is one of the most seductive starring vehicles for a
nonexistent diva duo in years. Max Kyburz, Brooklyn Magazine
At some point in the 1980s, two teenage mermaids came ashore and started working at a
nightclub in Warsaw. So begins this astonishing mermaid musical that merges sex, comedy,
death and dance sequences to astonishing effect. Occasionally bloodthirsty and with
legs that return to a scaled tail when wet, Silver (Marta Mazurek) and Gold (Michalina
Olszanska) become singers as they explore the fantastic kitsch of late communism: Silver
falling in love and Gold trying to protect their identity.
The voice is at the heart of the The Little Mermaid: traded for human legs and love,
it makes sense to raise the stakes by turning the tale into a musical. This is true of Disney’s
version, and this is certainly true of The Lure. But rather than Disney’s anodyne Broadway
show tunes, Agnieszka Smoczyńska’s re-imagining turns the fable into an immensely
physical work: vulgar, writhing and camp, full of disco and electro-punk and aware of the
cost of transformation.
D Agnieszka Smoczyńska S Robert Bolesto P Agnieska Bedkowska
and Wlodzimierz Niderhaus C Jakub Kijowski E Jarosław Kamiński
Language: Polish with English Subtitles
Distribution: Janus DCP
Unrated 15 +
Introduced by Ben McLeay (Thomas Violence, The Backburner)
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NFSA Restores: Starstruck
(Closing Night film)
Gillian Armstrong | Australia 1982, 105
minutes | 7pm, Sunday 23 July
A shimmering glob of unperturbed
incandescence just waiting to be
devoured by a well-balanced person
with discerning taste. House of Self
Indulgence
Let’s concede that this is a fairly camp film, and all the better for it. A gleeful, effervescent
New Wave musical that has been lovingly restored by National Film and Sound Archive of
Australia, Starstruck glows in primary colours: whether a bright red kangaroo or the deep
blue sky glimmering over inflatable shark choreography. Teenage cousins Angus and
Jackie Mullens live in the Harbour View Hotel, beneath the Harbour Bridge in Sydney’s The
Rocks. Jackie is 18 and wants to be a singer; Angus is 14 and writes songs while dreaming
up wacky schemes to get Jackie noticed. Directed by legendary Australian director
Gillian Armstrong, coming directly off the international success of My Brilliant Career, this
simple story acts as a clothesline to hang lurid compositions, startling and superb dance
sequences. Most importantly, the film showcases Jo Kennedy’s charisma-drenched
performance as Jackie, in which she out-moxies Cyndi Lauper.
With stunning New Wave costumes from Academy Award-winner Luciana Arrighi and
Terry Ryan, and a superb collection of original songs (also pretty damn New Wave) from
Split Enz’s Tim Finn, Starstruck is a timecapsule to ‘80s inner Sydney, a bridge to the weird
pop-spectacle of ‘90s Australian cinema, and Australia’s greatest musical.
D Gillian Armstrong S Stephen Maclean P Richard Brennan
and David Elfick C Russell Boyd E Nicholas Beauman
Language: English
Distribution: NFSA Restores DCP
PG

Introduced by director Gillian Armstrong
Iconic Australian director Gillian Armstrong
came to fame with her astonishing debut
feature My Brilliant Career (1979). At the
film’s release, Gillian held the distinction of
being the first woman to direct a featurelength movie in Australia in almost 50 years.
This breakthrough was followed up by
Starstruck and an ongoing career as one of
Australia’s leading filmmakers The Last Days
of Chez Nous, Oscar and Lucinda, and most
recently Women He’s Undressed.
Gillian was the first President of the Australian Director’s Guild, has received an AM for
services to the Australian Film Industry, a Doctor of Letters from the University of NSW and
the University of Sydney, and an Honorary Doctorate in Film from Swinburne University.
In 2007 Gillian was awarded an ADG Outstanding Achievement Award and in 2008 the
Women In Hollywood Icon Award in recognition of her contribution to the film industry.
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SHORTS
Extended descriptions of the varied shorts being screened as part of QFF2017.

Alone
Nicolas Dunn | 2016, 6 minutes Screens
as part of Mixed Shorts
A wayward loner. A solitary runaway.
A common desire to be alone, and to
share that loneliness with someone else.
Loneliness is hard, it’s good to be alone.
DCP Courtesy of Nicolas Dunn

A River Twice
Audrey Lam | 2017, 15 minutes Screens
as part of Half Moon Screening
A father and his daughter plan a sailing
trip; his daughter sails down a creek
alone. Lam’s latest short is a miracle of
contemplative dovetailing editing, as
present, narration, conversation and the
past become one.

Amelia Rose Towers

HD Courtesy of Audrey Lam

Jackie Farkas | 1992, 11 minutes Part of
the Blood Below the Skin screening

Blood Below the Skin

Amelia Rose Towers whose initials spell
ART - faces off against an adversary
whose initials spell MAN, after passing
through surrealistic chambers and
screens offering images of a personal
identity that can never be reconciled.
Camp, baroque, decadently theatrical,
with a distinctly Warholian rap on the
soundtrack, Amelia Rose Towers is filled
with an acute atmosphere of fear and
loathing, and a suitably perverse ethic of
survival. – Adrian Martin

Jennifer Reeder | 2015, 33 minutes Part
of the Blood Below the Skin screening

DCP Courtesy of AFTRS and Jackie Farkas

A Million Miles Away
Jennifer Reeder | 2014, 29 minutes Part
of the Blood Below the Skin screening
An adult woman (the conductor) on
the edge of failing and a pack of
teenage girls (the choir) simultaneously
experience a supernatural version of
coming-of-age. The transformation is
equal parts tense and tender. It unravels
patiently to the infectious beat of an 80s
era heavy metal anthem rearranged as
a lamentation.
DCP Courtesy of Jennifer Reeder
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This musical narrative chronicles a
week in the lives of three teenage girls,
from different social circles, who form
a bond in the week leading up to the
school dance. Countdown to prom night
is actually countdown to irreversible
change for each girl. Two of the girls are
falling in love with each other against all
expectations, and the third girl is forced
to mother her own mother in the wake
of her father’s disappearance. Each
girl seeks comfort within the walls of
her bedroom where the music blasting
from the turntable provides a magical
synchronicity between them all.
DCP Courtesy of Jennifer Reeder

Brouillard-Passage #14

Brouillard – passage #14

The Devil Wears a Suit

Alexandre Larose | 2013, 10 minutes
Screens as part of Half Moon Screening

Eli Mak | 2017, 20 minutes Screens as
part of Horror Shorts

Filmed by repeatedly walking along the
same path, exposing each trip over the
same roll of film, Larose has transformed
his journey from family backyard to Lac
Saint-Charles into a radiant depiction
of memory—a vision of sparkling
impressionistic intensity.

Devil Wears a Suit is a confronting highconcept drama/scifi about a Jewish boy
who must decide whether to ‘cure’ his
homosexuality with an injection or be
ostracised from his community forever.

HD Courtesy of Light Cone

Disco Inferno

Creswick

Alice Waddington | 2015, 12 minutes
Screens as part of Horror Shorts

Natalie Erika James | 2016, 10 minutes
Screens as part of Horror Shorts
While a young woman helps her father
pack up his house, they are both
increasingly aware of the presence that
they always knew was there.

DCP Courtesy of Eli Mak

An infernal civil servant is on a mission to
rescue her boss. But the Devil is not ready
to get back to her daily routine.
DCP Courtesy of Marvin&Wayne

DCP Courtesy of Natalie Erika James
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The Fall of Communism as
Seen in Gay Pornography
William E. Jones | 1998, 19 minutes
Screens prior to The Human Surge
Every image in The Fall of Communism
as Seen in Gay Pornography comes
from gay erotic videos produced in
Eastern Europe since the introduction of
capitalism. These images, harvested from
the non-explicit opening sequences of
such videos, provides a glimpse of young
men responding to the pressures of an
unfamiliar world, one in which money,
power and sex are now connected.
DCP Courtesy of William E. Jones
and David Kordansky Gallery

I Know Where I’m Going
Ben Rivers | 2009, 29 minutes Screens as
part of Half Moon Film Screening
“What would be left of human action,
human traces, human constructions,
human buildings and wider ripple
effects of humans after that length of
time…assuming, that humans disappear
in the geologically near future.”
A fragmented road trip through Britain on
the peripheries. Down empty roads, off
in the wilderness, a few lone stragglers.
My first stop was with Jan Zalasiewisz,
a geologist who had been trying to
imagine the Earth in one-hundred million
years, which seemed like as good a start
as any.

False Teeth

HD Courtesy of LUX

Bjargey Ólafsdóttir | 1998, 4 minutes
Screens as part of Horror Shorts

Jean

A psychological thriller about an
ambitious dentist with nothing on her
mind but teeth and dentistry, a callous
woman who seems to be living in her
own world.

Bjargey Ólafsdóttir | 1998, 4 minutes
Screens as part of Mixed Shorts

DCP Courtesy of Bjargey Ólafsdóttir

Jean uses abstract sequences to indicate
the ambiguous emotions of the narrator,
an ex-lover who recounts his relationship
with Jean: from falling in love to being
totally possessed by jealousy.

Grillz

DCP Courtesy of Bjargey Ólafsdóttir

Lucy Gouldthorpe | 2015, 6 minutes
Screens as part of Horror Shorts

Journey

Online dating sucks, literally. Why we
don’t want impossible monsters to keep
up-to-date with modern technology.

Radheya Jegatheva | 2016, 8 minutes
Screens as part of Mixed Shorts

DCP Courtesy of Lucy Gouldthorpe

Alone in space, an astronaut drifts
through the empty void. After finding
another
astronaut
in
the
same
predicament, she gives him a polaroid
image of the Earth.
They then team up to go on an epic
journey across the universe to return to
their planet. Will these star-crossed lovers
find home?
DCP Courtesy of Radheya Jegatheva
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Kiss Me

The Junk Shop

Lara Gissing | 2017, 10 minutes Screens
as part of Mixed Shorts

Juraj Herz | 1965, 31 minutes Screens
prior to The Cremator

Set in rural Victoria, a young couple goes
camping in an attempt to salvage their
relationship. Is this what they really want?

A black ribald comedy about a man
surviving working in a junk shop.

DCP Courtesy of Lara Gissing

Kyle
Michael Thomas | 2016, 12 minutes
Screens as part of Horror Shorts
Kyle, a young boy is up late watching
old movies on TV when a burglar breaks
into the house...The burglar and Kyle
slowly form a bond, and a true friendship.
Only for some darker secrets to come to
the forefront.
DCP Courtesy of Michael Thomas

The King’s Body
João Pedro Rodrigues | 2012, 32 minutes
Part of the free Historical Bodies
screening
What would it look like, the body of Dom
Afonso Henriques, first king of Portugal,
tutelary figure, subject to successive
mythifications throughout Portuguese
history? Or, João Pedro Rodrigues
(QFF2017 The Ornithologist) holds a
casting call for body builders to play the
role of King Afonso, making them recite
what they know of the King, his life, and
then their lives—creating an acute series
of portraits of life under contemporary
Portuguese austerity.
DCP Courtesy of AGÊNCIA Portuguese Short Film Agency

Shot in the very junk shop where author
and co-scenarist Bohumil Hrabal worked
for seven years, Herz’s exuberant Pearls
of the Deep episode heralded a singular
new talent.
DCP Courtesy of National Film Archive in Prague

Leisure
Mia Forrest | 2017, 13 minutes Screens
prior to Grace, Who Waits Alone
Two women traverse around one another
in a motel; a guest retiring to leisure, and
a housekeeper resisting it. A study of
the quotidian details of two womens’
contrasting lives.
DCP Courtesy of Mia Forrest

L’Oiseau de la Nuit
Marie Losier | 2015, 20 minutes Screens
prior to The Ornithologist
Mysterious portrait of Fernando, aka
Deborah Krystal, the glittering and poetic
performer of the Lisbon club Finalmente,
where he has been performing every
night over 30 years in golden dresses.
Under the layers of his colorful fabrics,
the many skins of Fernando are revealed,
letting Lisbon’s legends come to life.
Alternately woman mermaid, female
birds, woman lion, we are taken into the
desires and dreams of metamorphosis
and myths.
DCP Courtesy of Portugal Film Portuguese Film Agency
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L’Oiseau de la Nuit

Lost My Head

Ma Madeleine

Bjargey Ólafsdóttir | 1998, 9 minutes
Screens as part of Mixed Shorts

Thien Nguyen | 2017, 11 minutes Screens
as part of Mixed Shorts

A drama following a wife, who after
getting what she had always hoped for,
persists in contemplating her relationship
with her husband.

In a desperate attempt to search for
peace in their relationship, Jean and
Anna justify the nature and the core
reason of their intoxicated liaison.
Inspired by the famous biblical figure,
Marie de Magdala, Ma Madeleine
explores the concept of human sexual,
emotional nature and love.

DCP Courtesy of Bjargey Ólafsdóttir

LunaR Almanac
Malena Szlam | 2013, 5 minutes Screens
as part of Half Moon Screening
Lunar observations shot frame-by-frame
and long exposures on hand processed
16mm Ektachrome film create a
chronicle of the lunar phases. Through
their layering, the filmmaker emphasizes
that the observer, burdened by memory
and changing frames of view, moves
along a non-linear time-plane.
HD Courtesy of Malena Szlam
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DCP Courtesy of Thien Nguyen

Natpwe: the Feast of
the Spirits
Tiane Doan na Champassak and Jean
Dubrel | 2013, 31 minutes Part of the free
Ecstasy in Editing Panel
In Natpwe, the Feast of the Spirits,
co-directors Champassak and Dubrel
have produced an immersive, seemingly
timeless document of an annual
Burmese trance ritual that dates back
to the eleventh century. Shot in Super 8
and 16mm in sooty black and white, the
film conveys the astonishing sense of
liberation of tens of thousands of bodies
and minds — a mass expression of faith,
but also an ecstatic rapturous respite
from societal intolerance.
DCP Courtesy of Tiane Doan na Champassak
and Jean Dubrel

The Oil Spill
Blair McMillan | 2017, 14 minutes
Screens as part of Horror Shorts
In the wake of an oil spill, an office
worker must deny his firm’s culpability,
while dealing with a mysterious black
substance that leaks from his nose
and mouth.

On the Dragon’s Flake
Ivo M. Ferreira | 2012, 23 minutes Part of
the free Historical Bodies screening
A reporter and a camera operator from a
Macau TV channel embark on a journey
to the south of China in order to unravel
the sinking of a 12th century Chinese
junk, contemporary of the sinking of
Don Fuas Roupinho’s galley, admiral
of the fleet of Dom Afonso Henriques,
First King of Portugal.
HD Courtesy of AGÊNCIA Portuguese Short Film Agency

Peripheral Vision
Emily Avilia | 2017, 8 minutes Screens as
part of Mixed Shorts
In a beachside tourist town, the body
of a fifteen-year-old girl is found in a
cane field. Her murder is a mystery that
envelops the community as those close
to the girl grapple with death, in all its
senselessness.
DCP Courtesy of Cosmia Films

DCP Courtesy of Blair McMillan

UZU
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Sarah Winchester, Phantom Opera

The Ravens
Jennifer Perrott | 2016, 23 minutes
Screens as part of Mixed Shorts
When young Ruby’s father returns
unexpectedly from war, his volatile
state makes it difficult for the family
to reconnect. Ruby’s anxieties are
projected onto a pair of ravens, vigilantly
defending their nearby nest, who
become a catalyst for the troubled
family’s journey from crisis to healing.
DCP Courtesy of Jennifer Perrott

The Sailor
Giovanni Giaretta | 2017, 9 minutes
Screens prior to Rey
A voice-over tells the story of a sailor
that dreams of a homeland he has
never had; day after day the sailor
constructs his new native land shaping
it to his imagination. Inspired by Fernado
Pessoa’s static drama “The Mariner” the
video deals with the notion of what each
of us addresses as home and foreign and
at the same time with issues related to
language and its translation.
DCP Courtesy of artist and Galleria Tiziana di Caro

Sarah Winchester,
Phantom Opera
Bertrand Bonello | 2016, 24 minutes
Screens prior to Occidental
A baroque meditation on the heiress
to the Winchester rifle fortune, playing
like a ballet-cum-horror film; an ornate
tapestry of enigmatic images, chilling
synths, and traces of a tragic and
eccentric life.
Featuring the explosive ballet work of
Marie-Agnès Gillot, this astonishing short
plays with the notion of incompleteness:
an incomplete house, an incomplete
film, an incomplete life.
DCP Courtesy of Shortcuts

Solitary Acts #4
Nazli Dinçel | 2015, 8 minutes Part of the
Blood Below the Skin screening
She observes popular icons, dismissing
the agency of their body, she then rejects
the other, objects outside of her body:
with some teenage angst, denies climax
to everyone else but herself. With
Wittnerchrome, Exacto Knife, and Typewriter.
DCP Courtesy of Nazli Dinçel
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Taprobana

The Wheels on the Bus

Gabriel Abrantes | 2014, 23 minutes Part
of the free Historical Bodies screening

Joshua Long | 2016, 10 minutes Screens
as part of Horror Shorts

In this short comedy, Luís Vaz de Camões,
the greatest Portuguese renaissance
poet,
struggles
creatively
while
engaging in a hedonistic, coprophagic,
and drug addled lifestyle. Gabriel
Abrante’s (QFF2016, Ennui Ennui &
The Hunchback) film follows the poet,
and his lover Dinamene, as he writes
his masterpiece, his epic The Luciads, a
fantastic poem that tells of Portugal’s
voyages of discovery and colonialism.
He travels from the cacophony of the
Indic jungles, surrounded by allegorical
elephants and rhyming macaques,
to the frontier of Heaven and Hell,
where he is confronted by his fantasy:
fame and immortality.

A bus breaks down in the North Korean
countryside. The two drivers must put
their differences aside and overcome
a series of setbacks to get their bus
back up and running and cargo
delivered on time.

HD Courtesy of Gabriel Abrantes
and Hermaphrodite Films

UZU
Gaspard Kuentz | 2015, 27 minutes
Screens prior to Brimstone & Glory
Held every October in the city of
Matsuyama, the Dogo Autumn Festival is
one of the most violent religious festivals
celebrated in Japan. Eight teams of men
carrying massive portable wood shrines
that can weigh up to a ton collide them
together in a holy battle, leaving many
injured and exhausted.
UZU is an immersive documentary
film that focuses on the physical and
spiritual experience of the festival from
its inside. A thrilling ride into its violence
as well as a penetrating glance into
its meaning, UZU propounds a unique
cinematic experience, between sensory
ethnography and “war” reporting.

DCP Courtesy of Joshua Long

The Wold Shadow
Stan Brakhage | 1972, 3 minutes Screens
as part of Half Moon Screening
A stand of birches. Sunlight brightens
and dims, revealing more or less of the
woods. A little grass is on the forest floor.
Something green is out of focus. The light
flashes, and the screen goes dark from
time to time. We look up close at the
bark of trees. Is the god of the forest to
be seen?
HD Courtesy of NFSA

Woman with an Editing Bench
Karen Pearlman | 2016, 24 minutes
Screens as part of the free Karen
Pearlman Editing Masterclass
Inspired by the woman who edited
Man with a Movie Camera (1929),
Woman with an Editing Bench reveals
the
personal
impact
of
Stalin’s
censorship of cinema on a woman
navigating politics, bureaucracy and
the impetuous outbursts of collaborators
to create something beautiful despite
the odds.
HD Courtesy of Physical TV

DCP Courtesy of Gaspard Kuentz
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EVENTS
EDITING MASTERCLASS
WITH KAREN PEARLMAN
Join us for a free editing masterclass
with Dr Karen Pearlman. In addition to
an extensive body of work as editor
and director, Karen is a lecturer in
Screen Production at Macquarie
University, and she held the post of
Head of Screen Studies at AFTRS for 6 years. She is the author of Cutting Rhythms, Shaping
the Film Edit (Focal Press) and innumerous articles and chapters on editing, dance and
performance.
This free class will conclude with a screening of Karen’s Woman with an Editing Bench.
Inspired by the woman who edited Man with a Movie Camera (1929), Karen’s film reveals
the personal impact of Stalin’s censorship of cinema on a woman navigating politics,
bureaucracy and the impetuous outbursts of collaborators to create something beautiful
despite the odds.
FREE EVENT – 2pm Friday 14 July, QUT, Kelvin Grove, Z9 540
Reserve a seat by emailing info@qldff.com

THE ECSTASY OF EDITING
This year, Queensland Film Festival
acknowledges film’s capacity for
ecstasy. Saturday 15 July features The
Ornithologist (Rodrigues), Natpwe:
the Feast of the Spirits (Tiane Doan
na Champassak and Jean Dubrel),
UZU (Kuentz) and Brimstone & Glory
(Jakovleski). Each of these films draw their power from connecting saints, ritual and
religion with the fever dream of ecstasy. Like film, ecstasy intoxicates us, immersing us
within the world.
This panel, presented by the Australian Screen Editors’ Guild (ASE) and the ARC Centre of
Excellence for the History of Emotions, examines how filmmakers represent and induce the
sensation of ecstasy. Join film expert Associate Professor Greg Hainge and editing expert
and Senior Lecturer Karen Pearlman, and practitioners of film editing to discuss the ways
through which film can represent or induce ecstasy.
This free session will conclude with a screening of Natpwe: the Feast of the Spirits, an
immersive, seemingly timeless document of an annual Burmese trance ritual that dates
back to the eleventh century. The film conveys the astonishing sense of liberation of tens
of thousands of bodies and minds — a mass expression of faith, but also an ecstatic
rapturous respite from societal intolerance.
FREE EVENT – 5:30pm Saturday 15 July, New Farm Cinemas
Reserve a seat by emailing info@qldff.com
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FILM X ART
Film is art, this is a given. But
throughout the world, differing
teaching, fundraising, production,
distribution and media institutions
send film cascading down a differing
path. Whether VOD or limited editions,
site-specific or location-shooting, film
and art have differing contexts and
world-views. And yet with filmmakers
like Oscar-winner Steve McQueen,
QFF2017’s Neïl Beloufa (Occidental) or
Australia’s Amiel Courtin-Wilson and
Fiona Tan we see the emergence of
artists crisscrossing these boundaries,
drawing
strength
from
moving
between the film and art world.

Dorian Gaudin, Aging Beauty, 2015, view of the exhibition
C’est la vie?, Occidental Temporary, Villejuif
Photo credit: Anatole Barde

This panel looks at the relationship between these two approaches to moving image
works. Join QFF co-director John Edmond, Screen Queensland’s Katherine Slatterly,
artist Caitlin Franzmann and filmmakers Audrey Lam and Emily Avilia for a discussion on
underlying logic of both approaches and what each field can learn from one another.
FREE EVENT – 5:30pm Monday 17 July, New Farm Cinemas
Reserve a seat by emailing info@qldff.com

Ticketing
REGULAR 		

CONCESSION

Opening Night Film

$35

N/A

Single Screenings

$16

$12

5 Film Pass

$50

$40

•

To RSVP for FREE Events email info@qldff.com or contact us through our contact form
on our website at qldff.com. In subject heading write “RSVP [Event Name]”

•

Tickets for single screenings can be be purchased online at:
http://newfarmcinemas.com.au/events/queensland-film-festival/.
5 Film Passes must be purchased in person at the New Farm Cinemas box office.
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